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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this work is to construct an in-process monitor
to measure substrate temperatures during the chemical vapor deposition
of polycrystalline silicon.

A monitor capable of measuring tempera

tures from 300° to 700° centigrade is designed.

This non-contact

scheme uses a lead sulfide infrared detector.
Thermal radiation properties, detector principles, and physical
aspects of the temperature monitor are discussed.

The effects of fur

nace parameters are analyzed as well as a model developed for convert
ing the output information to temperature.

Experimental results are

presented which indicate that the monitor can be used to provide
information on the thin film growth rate and optical properties of
the substrate while the deposition is in progress.

ix

CHAPTER 1
... INTRODUCTION

The temperature monitor described in this thesis was designed
and constructed in support of research being conducted on Chemical Vapor
Deposition (CVD) of polycrystalline silicon using the facilities of the
Solid State Electronics Laboratory at The University of Arizonae The
deposition was performed in a horizontal inducted heated furnace9 on sub
strates of varying materials, over the temperature range of 300 to 700
degrees centigrade.

One of the primary deposition parameters being

investigated was temperature and it was necessary to have a method for
accurately measuring and monitoring substrate temperatures.

A non-

contact technique was desirable as it would not introduce impurities or
extraneous materials inside the furnace reaction tube that could inter
fere with the gas flow and/or the induction heating process.

Optical

pyrometry, normally used to measure temperature in this type furnace
during epitaxial growth, was not feasible in the range of temperatures
under consideration.

However, sensing in the infrared region of the

electromagnetic spectrum provided a non—contact method

compatible with

the deposition process and suitable for measuring temperatures from
selected areas of materials inside the furnace.
The thermal radiation properties and laws which describe radiant
energy transfer from heated .materials are considered in Chapter 2.

1

Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion of the detectors available for
measuring radiant energy in the infrared region of the electromagnetic
spectrume

Emphasis is placed on the lead sulfide type photo-conductive

detector since it was used in this temperature monitor„ Design con
siderations and operational principles of the temperature monitor are
outlined in Chapter 4»

Chapter 5 discusses selection of system opera

tional parameters 9 calibration techniques and results of temperature
measurements. Conclusions and recommendations for improving the effec
tiveness of the temperature monitor are discussed in Chapter

6

«

CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF RADIATING SOURCES

Thermal Radiation
It is a frequently observed phenomena that heated materials emit
thermal radiation and also that materials may be heated by receiving
thermal radiation.

Designing a temperature monitor that will make effec

tive use of this thermal energy transfer requires an understanding of the
radiation properties of heated materials,

There are several laws which

describe the various attributes of thermal radiation.

This chapter will

be devoted to reviewing those principles involved.
Thermal radiation is a form of electromagnetic energy which, like
lights travels in straight lines, obeys the laws of reflection and refrac
tion , and is attenuated according to the inverse square law,

A qualita

tive explanation of the mechanisms involved in producing, reflecting,
diffracting and transporting this radiant energy follows.

When a mono

chromatic light ray arrives normal to the surface of a metal, the free
electrons of the metal are forced to vibrate in a direction perpendicular
to the impinging ray and at the same frequency as the impinging ray.

The

collision of some vibrating free electrons with the atoms of the material
cause part of the energy of the free electrons to be converted into
lattice vibrations within the material.

The resulting lattice vibrations

manifest themselves as heat and account for the conversion of electro
magnetic energy to kinetic energy that occurs when a body is heated by

'
•
■v
' .
:
4
The electromagnetic energy produced by the remaining

thermal radiation.

vibrating free electrons radiates uniformly in all directions.

However,

radiation from adjoining electrons produces interference which tends to
cause cancellation of reradiation in all directions except the direction
parallel to the impinging ray.

That resulting reradiation leaving the

material in the direction opposite the impinging ray is recognized as
reflected energy.

Radiation produced which travels in the same direction

as the impinging ray may either proceed through the material and emerge
as transmitted energy or be further absorbed by interaction with electrons
laying deeper within the material.
Radiant energy may also be thought of as being transported in
quantized packets called photons. Each photon travels at the speed of
light and has energy hv,where h is Planck s constant and v is the fre
quency of radiation.

Photons are generated when electrons transition

from a higher energy level to a lower, releasing a quantized amount of
energy.

In the same manner, an electron may be boosted into a higher

energy level by absorbing a photon.

Using these generating and absorb

ing mechanisms, photons may be absorbed, reflected or transmitted by the
intercepting material.
The total energy arriving at the surface of a material must be
either reflected, transmitted or absorbed.

A measure of these varying .

properties of a material are its reflectivity, p; transmissivity, x;
and absorptivity, a.

Conservation of energy can be written as

PX + TX + V

1

(2.1)

:

or that the sum of the fractional energies reflected? absorbed or
transmitted must be equal to the total incident energy„ While the above
example was given for a monochromatic light ray arriving normal to the
surface9 essentially the same phenomena occurs for incident rays of wide
frequency range, arriving from any angle.

Ideal Radiating Source
The perfect absorber? one for which the reflectance and trans
mittance are zero 9 can be described as a black body.

All energy incident

on the surface is absorbed and converted to heat. Kirchhoff observed
that at a given temperature there was a fixed relationship between the
amount of energy absorbed and converted to heat by the material and the
amount of radiant energy the heated material would emit.

A measure of

the ability of a heated body to emit energy is called its emissivity9 e .
Kirchhoff ?s Law states that under conditions of thermal equilibrium9 the
absorptivity of a body is equal to its emissivity? or
a = e.

(2.2)

The black body (perfect absorber) then becomes a perfect emitter and
serves as a standard, by which to compare the relative quality of other
radiating sources.
Frequently it is desirable to compare the radiating qualities of
non-ideal sources at a particular temperature or wavelength.

This

requires knowledge of the spectral distribution of energy radiating from
the black body and the manner in which this distribution changes as a
function of temperature.

Planck?s Law describes the spectral distribution

of energy and its temperature dependence as being

Wx

_ 2whc^ . 1
,5
ch/XkT
Xv

e

•
n

(2.3)

— 1

where
w, = spectral radiant emittances w cm

y -

X

= wavelength, y

h

= Planck's constant 6.6256 x 10

T

= absolute temperature, °K

c

= velocity of light = 2,997925 x 10

k

= Boltzmann s constant = 1.38054 x 10

—34

w/sec

10

2

cm sec

-23

w sec

o-l
K

The energy distribution for a black body at temperatures ranging
from 300°K to 2000°K is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Several important observations can be made from the curves of
Fig. 2.1.

The total radiant emittance (proportional to the area under

the curve) increases rapidly with temperature.

The curves never cross,

hence the higher the temperature, the higher the spectral radiant emit
tance at all wavelengths. Finally, the wavelength of maximum spectral
radiant emittance shifts toward shorter wavelengths as temperature
increases.
Integrating PlanckTs Law over all wavelengths gives an expression
for the total area under the distribution curve, or the total power
radiated per unit area.
Stefan-BoItzmann Law is

This relationship, commonly known as the

2000°K
10
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1000°K

10
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Radlent
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I
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Wavelength (microns)

Fig. 2.1

Energy Distribution for a Black Body

6.0

8.0
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20.0

w

where
-2

w = radiant emittance, w cm
a = 5,6697- x 10

“"12

—2

w cm

"

-4

°K ^ .

T = absolute temperature9 °K

The wavelength at which the maximum radiation occurs can be. determined
by differentiating the Planck s function and solving the maximum.

This

is known as Wien1s displacement law and has the form

where

.
X

= wavelength of maximum spectral radiant emittance, microns

a

= 2897.8 y°K

T

= absolute temperature, °K

An alternative form of Wien's displacement law gives the maximum value
of the spectral radiant emittance as

BXm - M S

(2.6)

where
W

Am

b

T

= maximum spectral radiant emittance, W cm

1.2862 x 10~ 1 5 W cm-2y-1 °K~ 5
= absolute temperature, °K

-2 -1
y

It may be desirable to express the above radiation laws in terms
of photon radiant emittance to facilitate calculations for. those radia
tion detectors which react to the number of incident photons« The
corollary with Planck’s law "becomes

S

-

^

a

-chAkT
e

,

<2 7)

- 1

where Q = spectral radiant photon emittance9 photon sec

-1

-

cm

2-1
p

Stefan-Boltzmann law for photons becomes

Q = a'T3

(2.8)

where
-1 -2
Q = radiant photon emittance, photon sec cm
o' = 1.52041 X lo11, sec-1 cm- 2

0 K~ 3

T = absolute temperature, °K

The wavelength at which maximum radiant photon emittance occurs is

X - 3 6 6 9 °K
m
l

(2.9)

and the maximum value is

Q,

Am

where b 1 = 2,10098 x

10“7

= b 1! 4

sec~]-cm"~2p-l]{-4,

i

■

(2.10)

The correlation between the

energy and photon distribution laws is summarized in Table 2 do

Table 2.1.

Comparison of Energy and Photon Relationships for Black Body Radiation

Energy

Law

Planck's Law

Stefan-Boltzmann Law

Wien's Displacement Law

Wien's Law

W,

X

=

2 irhc2
,5

Xu

Photon

1

ch/XkT
,
e
- 1

W = 5.6697 x 10"1 2 T4

2897.8
- — T-

W, = 1.2862 x 10~1 5 T5
Xm

Q-

2ire
X4

1
ech/XkT
-

1

Q = 1.52041 x lO11! 3

\

3669.3
= — f-

QXjn = 2 .10098 x 10"7 T4

Non-Ideal Radiating Source
The energy or photon distribution for the ideal source (black
body) can be used as a standard upon which to evaluate the radiating
qualities of other heated sources * A common figure of merit 9 emissivity (e) is used to describe the radiant emittance from a non-ideal
source as compared to the radiant emittance from a black body at the
same temperature.

Emissivity is thus defined as

E =

(2 .1 1 )

where
6

= emissivity9 number

0

->

1.0

W 1 = radiant emittance of the source
W

= radiant emittance of a black body at the same temperature
as the source

Values for emissivity lie between the limits of zero for a non-radiating
source and one for an ideal radiating source (black body).
Non-ideal sources can be compared on a wavelength and geometrical
basis o The ratio of the radiant energy emitted into an entire hemispher
ical space above a surface with that of a black body radiating into the
same hemisphere is known as the hemispherical emissivity.

A comparison

made on a directional basis from a plane surface would be known as the
directional emissivity9 or normal emissivity for the limiting case of
measurements made perpendicular to the surface.

All of these compari

sons could be made on a total spectral or monochromatic basis or over

12
a specified range of wavelengths. Table 2,2 lists the defining equa
tions for the possible spectral and geometrical combinations, Table
2.3 [Gubareff* 1960] points out the variation in commonly published types
of emissivity for selected materials.
Because of the difference in definitions and the variations in
values observed, it is necessary to exercise care when utilizing data
published in technical literature without full knowledge of how particu
lar values were obtained.
In addition to temperature dependence, the emissivity values for
a particular material are also very dependent on the condition of the
surface of the material.

Table 2.4 [Hudson, 1969] provides a good

example of the variations that occur on different aluminum, brass, and
nickel surfaces.
Consideration must also be given to the directional properties of
radiation.

For ease in classifying the effect of directional measure

ments, surfaces are identified as either being diffuse or specular.

A

diffuse surface is one that exhibits directional uniformity, or more spe
cifically, the intensity of radiation leaving a diffusely emitting or
diffusely reflecting surface is uniform in all angular directions. •The
black body is a diffuse emitter of radiant energy.

The specular or mirror

like surface exhibits a great dependence upon the angle over which the
radiant emittance is measured.

Angular emittance is defined as the ratio

of the emitted intensity in a particular direction to the intensity of
black body radiation.

This ratio may be applied on either a monochroma

tic or total wavelength basis.

Figure 2.2 [Sparrow, 1970] shows the

variation in total directional emittance for several metals.

13
Table 2.2.

Defining Equations for Types of Emissivity

Directional spectral emissivity:

b,(T)
EXT(6) = ^

Spatial spectral emissivity:

eXT(u)) =

b^T cos

0

dm

b ^ cos

0

dm

00

Hemispherical spectral emissivity:

b^T cos

0

dm

b ^ cos

0

dm

2t
t

XT,hem
2t
t

Directional integrated emissivity for a spectral interval:
X2

bx (T) dX
AX,T (8) = f X 2
bxb (T) dX

14
Table 2.2

(Continued)

Directional total emissivity:

bx (I) dX
eT (0) =

bxb (T) dX

Spatial integrated emissivity for a specific wavelength:
X2
dX
=
eAX,T(al)

(T) cos

dw

0

i

r

2

dX

b^

(T) cos

0

Spatial total emissivity:

dX

b^ (T) cos

dX

b^

(T) cos

dw

0

0

dw

Hemispherical total emissivity:

dX

b^ (T) cos 0d w
2 tt

"T,hem
dX

b^b (T) cos
2r
r

0

dw

dw

15
Table

.2

(Continued)

where
= spectral energy density
u)

=solid angle,

X

= wavelength

T

=temperature

dto = sin

6

d

6

-d

b ^ = spectral energy.density for a black body
0

= angle measured from normal
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Table 2.3.

Variations In Type Emissivities for Given Materials

Aluminum (Polished)
Total Normal

0.095

Total

0.135

Normal Mean Effective

0.040

Total Hemispherical

0.049

Gold (Polished)
Total Normal Mean Effective

0.020

Total Normal

0.018

Spectral (X = 3.0 microns)

"

0.030

Molybdenum
Total

- .

0.071

Total Normal

0.020

Hemispherical

0.780

Normal

0.800

Normal Spectral (X = .65 microns)

0.384

17
Table 2.4.

Variations in Total Normal Emissivity for Aluminum5
Brass and Nickel Surfaces

Material

Total Normal Emissivity

Aluminum
Polished sheet

0.05

Sheet as received

0.09

Anodized sheet, chromic acid process

0.55

Vacuum deposited

0.04

Highly polished

0.03

Rubbed with 80 grit emery

0.20

Oxidized

0.61

Electroplated, polished

0.05

Electroplated, no polish

0.11

Oxidized

0.37

Brass

Nickel

18
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In addition to black bodies, radiating sources are often classi
fied as gray bodies or selective radiatorso

A gray body is a non-ideal

radiating source whose emissivity remains constant over the entire
spectral range of interest.

A selective radiator is a material whose

emissivity changes as a function of wavelength/ Fig. 2.3.
Unfortunately, most materials radiate as selective radiators,
although for computational purposes many can be approximated as gray
bodies over limited ranges of wavelength.

Although the black body

*

energy distributions or photon distributions are well defined by
Planck’s Law, similar spectral data for selective radiators over wide,
temperature ranges is almost nonexistent.

As a result, emissivities

for specific spectral intervals are difficult if not impossible to
calculate.
Although the above discussion has dealt principally with emittance variations, it should be noted that similar variations occur in
absorptance and reflectance and one must exercise equal care when ex
tracting values from published data.
When dealing with opaque materials (transmittance equal to
zero), it is evident that the incident radiation is either absorbed or
reflected and

ax + px = 1

.

(2.12)

Since monochromatic emittance and absorptance are related by Kirchoff’s
law,
“ a = eA

'

<2.13)

Black Body

r— I

Gray Body
10
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W cm

i
CN
i
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-2
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10
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1.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10

20

Wavelength (microns)

Fig. 2.3

Types of Radiating Sources

K>
o
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the relation between emittarice and reflectance can be stated as

ex =

1

- PX

;

(2.14) :

It is usually easier to measure spectral reflectance than emittance and .
the value for spectral emittance can be determined from the above
relationship.

Calculations for partially transparent material (t # 0)

require that considerations of conservation of energy be used. .

px + Tx + “x ■

'

1

.

:

*

(2-15)

Partially transparent materials present an additional problem
in that the differences in indexes of refractions when passing through
the upper and lower faces cause a portion of the transmitted energy to
be reflected from the inner surfaces. Fig. 2.4.

As a result of this

phenomena, Kirchhoff vs law cannot be applied directly.

Proper account

must be made for the fact that a portion of the impinging radiation is
transmitted and emerges on the bottom side while some portions emerge
only after one. or more internal reflections.

Attentuation of energy

also occurs along each successive path length through the material.

A

similar phenomena occurs for thermal generation within a semitransparent
material.

Energy generated deep within the material must journey to the

surface, being reduced in magnitude by the inherent attenuation.of the
material through which it must pass with a fraction of the energy being
internally reflected back into the interior of the material.

Of this

fraction reflected back into the material, many internal reflections may
occur before the original quantity of energy is totally dissipated either
through internal absorption or escape through the surface.

Reflected Ray
Incident Ray

Top Surface

n = A

Internally
Reflected
Rays
n = B
Bottom Surface
\

\

\

\
\

\
\

\

\

\

n = C

\

Fig. 2.4

\
Transmitted Ray

Internal Reflections in a Partially Transparent Material

K>
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As a consequence of this internal inner action between surfaces,
the true values of reflectivity and transmissivity are altered, under
conditions of normal measurement and measured or apparent values must
be properly corrected to give true values [McMahon, 1950].

CHAPTER 3
THEORY OF INFRARED DETECTORS

Infrared Spectrum
The infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum lies in the
wavelength range of 0.75 to 1,000 microns (ly = 10 ^ meters)» Bordered
on the short wavelength side by visible light and the longwave side by
microwaves, the infrared spectrum can be depicted as shown in Fig. 3 do
Using the information presented in Chapter 2 on radiant energy
and photon distributions and knowledge that the temperatures to be mea
sured lie in the range of 300° to 700° centigrade, it is logical to
make measurements in that part of the infrared spectrum which exhibits
the greatest change in radiant emittance for a given change in tempera
ture • This will produce a detector output that is most sensitive to
temperature changes.

Black body radiators at 300* and 700* centigrade

exhibit a peak photon emittance at 6,4 and 3,8 microns, respectively.
From the shape of the spectral distribution curve it is apparent that
the greatest changes occur at wavelengths shorter than these maximum.

Types of Detectors
A variety of thermal radiation detectors exist [Wolf, 1965],
Figure 3,2 shows a cross section representative of the range in detectiv
ity and wavelengths that can be obtained by selecting the proper detector
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A convenient method of classifying thermal radiation detectors
is based on the physical mechanism involved in the detection process,
One group5 classified as thermal detectors, depends on the heating
effect of the incident energy to cause a measurable change in the tem
perature of the detectoro

As a result of this change in temperature,

the electrical properties of the detector material vary„ These varying
electrical properties serve as a measure of the radiant energy of the
source• Thermocouples, Thermopiles (several thermocouples connected in
series) and Bolometers are examples of more common thermal detectors.
This group, since it responds to energy transfer, is equally sensitive
for all wavelengths.
The other group, photon or quantum detectors, depends on the
direct interaction of the incident thermal radiation (photons) and the
electrons within the detector material.

Photon detectors have several

distinct advantages over thermal detectors. The sensitivity is often
one or two orders of magnitude greater than the thermal detectors and
the response time is shorter.

Unfortunately, these advantages are

often gained at the expense of having to operate the photon detector at
reduced temperatures. Generally, the photon detector does not respond
equally well to all wavelengths of incident radiation.

Photon detectors

may be further subdivided dependent on the effect the incident photon
has on the electrons within the material.

If the photon has sufficient

energy to cause electrons to be emitted from the surface of the detector
material, the device is categorized as a photoelectric or photoemissive
detector.

This phenomena is insignificant for incident radiation of

.

wavelengths greater than

1.2

.28

microns and therefore this device is most

useful for detection of radiation in the visible region of the spectrum.
The photomultiplier tube is a well-known example.
The other subcategories in which the incident radiation has an
internal effect on the liberation of charge carriers are identified as
photoconductive and photovoltaic detectors. The photovoltaic detector
is a p-n junction device which depends on the electric field created by
the junction to separate generated holes and electrons, producing a
photovoltage.

This operational mode has an advantage in that being a

self-generating device, no external bias supply is required to operate
the detector. Theoretically, the detectivity (sensitivity) is about 40%
greater than the photoconductive detectors; however, since this device
depends on the intrinsic properties of the semiconductor materials, the
energy-band gap limits the longest detectable wavelength to approximate
ly 7 microns.

Silicon, indium arsenide, and indium antimonide are

commonly used as photovoltaic detectors.
Operation of the photoconductive detector is dependent on the
energy band structure of the detecting material.

Broadly classified as

semiconductors, materials such as silicon, germanium,lead sulfide, lead
selenide, indium arsenide and indium antimonide all have energy band
gaps that are sufficiently narrow at normal temperatures to allow inci
dent photons to cause hole-electron pairs to be formed. These holeelectron pairs add to the already present holes and electrons in the
respective valence and conduction bands and make a significant contribu
tion towards increasing the number of charge carriers available.

Thus,

29
the amount of incident thermal radiation tends to modulate the ease with
which electric charge may be transported through the detector material
(conductivity)» With the proper bias voltage applied, monitoring the
variations in current flowing through the detector will give a direct
indication of the number of incident photons«
The width of the energy band gap determines the minimum energy
photon which is capable of producing a hole-electron pair„

Since pho

tons of long wavelength have less energy than short wavelength photons,
the long wavelengths will not have sufficient energy to cause an elec
tron to be excited across the band gap into the conduction band.
band gap of

0

For a

<>18 electron volts, the maximum wavelength which will cause

a hole-electron pair to be generated is about 7 microns„ This band gap
may be narrowed by cooling the detector material below room temperature,
thus increasing the maximum detectable wavelength.

Another common prac-^

tice in the semiconductor industry is that of adding small quantities
of specific types of impurities (doping).

This also narrows the effec

tive band gap. Using doped (extrinsic) semiconductor materials and

.

cooling, and operating in conjunction with a magnetic field, indium
antimonide detectors with cutoff wavelengths out to

8,000

microns have

been produced.

Characteristics of Lead Sulfide Detector
A lead sulfide type photoconductive detector was selected for
use in the temperature monitor because of its high sensitivity in the
particular range of wavelengths of interest.

This type detector was also

: 7. . ■ 30
attractive because of low cost and the fact that it can be operated
satisfactorily at room temperatures»
Many of the electrical properties of the lead sulfide detector
are temperature dependent.

Figure 3.3 compares the sensitivity (D&) as

a function of temperature and wavelength.

Dee-Star (D*) or detectivity

is the figure of merit used to describe the relative sensitivity of
detectors.

It is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio when one watt is

incident on a detector haying a sensitive area of

2

1

cm and

is measured with an electrical bandwidth of 1 Hz.Units

the noise
of measure are

cm (Hz)"*"^Watt **". The electrical resistance of the detector with no
incident thermal radiation (dark resistance) also varies as a function
of temperature.

Figure 3.4 depicts a typical change in dark resistance

as a function of detector temperature.

This variation in resistivity

is caused by a change in the number of internally generated charge
carriers within the material.

Resistivity in a semiconductor material

having predominately one type of carrier can be calculated as

R * nt

.

where
R = resistance
n = number of charge carriers available
e = electronic charge of one carrier
y = mobility of the charge carriers.

In an extrinsic (doped) detector in the absence of any incident
thermal radiation9 the charge carriers are predominately of one type

1 x1 0
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(either holes of electrons depending on the doping material) and the
number of carriers is entirely dependent on the temperature of the detect
ing materialo

At extremely low temperatures (-200°C)s there are very .

few internally generated carriers, thus a high dark resistance• At room
temperatures the number of internally generated carriers is considerably
greater and as depicted by Fig. 3.4, the dark resistance is much lower.
The detectivity (D*) is a function of the number of carriers generated
in the detector as a result of detector temperature, and the effect of
additional carrier generation caused by incident thermal radiation of
varying intensities and wavelengths.

This interaction results in a de

tector being most responsive to a particular wavelength of incident ther
mal radiation for a given detector temperature, Fig. 3.3.
The photoconductive properties of the detector can be effectively
used by applying a bias voltage and observing the resulting voltage drop
as a function of the intensity of incident photons.
area of the detector is small (less than

0.1

Since the active

2

cm ) and the ability to dis^

sipate heat limited, the voltages and currents involved are also small.
A method of optical modulation is used to produce
put from the detector.

an A .C . out

This optimizes the signal/noise ratio and allows

sufficient amplification and selective filtering to drive the desired
display devices.

The most common method of optical modulation is that

of mechanically interrupting (chopping) the incident thermal radiation.
The number of charge carriers generated by the incident thermal radia
tion increases and decreases at a rate equal to the chopping frequency.
Excess carriers are not instantly created and require a finite amount

.'
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of time to be absorbed after the beam of incident photons is inter
rupted • The interaction of the excess carrier lifetime and the chopping
frequency produces a detectivity which is also a function of the
chopping frequency.

Figure 3.5 shows the variation in D* as a function

of chopping frequency for a lead sulfide detector operated at room
temperature.
These detector characteristics will serve as design criteria
and operational parameters in the construction of the temperature moni
tor.
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CHAPTER 4
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEMPERATURE MONITOR

Horizontal Epitaxial Reactor
Temperature measurements are to be made from a heated substrate
located within the reaction tube of a horizontal induction heated fur
nace.

The measurement of temperature from selected areas of the sub-

,

strate presents some rather unique problems with this type of furnace.A description of the furnace will assist in establishing physical de-^
sign criteria for the temperature monitor.
The reaction portion of the furnace consists of a 2-1/2 inch
quartz glass tube, positioned horizontally, through which various re
active gas mixtures flow.

A block of graphite (susceptor) is positioned

inside the quartz glass tube.

The substrate onto which the deposition

will take place is positioned on top of the susceptor.

A coil of con

centrically wound copper tubing surrounds the center portion of the
outside of the quartz glass tube.

As r.f. current is applied to the

induction coil, eddy currents created within the susceptor material cause
localized heating.

The substrate resting on top of the hot susceptor is.

in turn heated by conduction.

As the gas mixture flows over the heated

substrate, chemical decomposition takes place at the substrate-gas inter
face and deposition occurs on the face of the substrate. Figure 4.1
depicts the principal components of the reactor tube in their proper
perspective.
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Temperature Monitor
Measurement of thermal radiation emitted by the heated sub
strate is complicated by two important factors» First 9 the copper
tubing used to heat the susceptor completely surrounds the quartz glass.
tube and tends to mask a large portion of, the susceptor and substrate
from view.

Secondly, since the induction heating coil carries radio

frequency energy (up to 10 kilowatts at 450 KHz) 9 it is necessary that
any structure located in the.vicinity of the induction coil be made from
non-metallic materials.
Figure 4.2 shows the form of the

entire temperature monitor as

it appears mounted above the horizontal quartz glass reaction tube.

All

parts located within six inches of the induction coil were constructed
from either structural asbestos or varying types of plastic material.

Optical Arrangement
The optical arrangement shown in Fig. 4.2 served two purposes.
First, it allowed the lead sulfide detector to be positioned so as not
to interfere with incoming photons and placed it outside the area of
influence of the induction heating system.

A front surface 4-inch diame

ter spherical mirror with a radius of curvature of 16.5 inches was
positioned above the heated substrate at a distance that would produce
an optical gain of 3.2 and allow the detector image to be focused between
the turns of the induction heating coil. The mirror was fastened on a
pivotal base so that it could be tilted for proper optical alignment.
The optical dimensions and image size obtained from this arrangement are
shown in Fig. 4.3.
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With the entire structure capable of lateral movement 9 this
optical arrangement allowed temperature measurements to be taken from
the substrate or susceptor between any two turns of the induction coil *

Mechanical Chopping Arrangement
Optical modulation was achieved by using a rotating disk-type
mechanical chopper and a fixed aperture9 Fig. 4.2.

A fractional horse

power, 1800 rpm, synchronous, electric motor provided a stable rotation
speed for the mechanical chopper.

The

6 -inch

diameter rotating disk was

constructed with sixteen half-inch diameter holes equally spaced around
the periphery [Fig. 4.4].

This provided a stable chopping frequency of

480 Hz, which in turn, produced the highest D* for the lead sulfide
detector when operated at room temperature, Fig. 3.5.
The fixed aperture mounted above the rotating disk served to
mask the field of view of the detector from any moving parts other than
the desired optical path to the heated substrate.

This eliminated any

possibility of the mechanical chopper modulating stray thermal radiation.
The lower support for the rotating shaft served as a thermal shield for
the major portion of the rotating disk.

As a result, the rotating disk

and the fixed aperture remained very close to ambient temperature during
operation and provided an effective chopping mechanism.

Bias Circuit
The bias circuit. Fig. 4.5, was designed using the recommendations
of the manufacturer of the lead sulfide detector.
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resistance of 16% of the detector dark resistance was selected to insure
maximum stability and temperature compensation, This small value of
load resistance insures that the Johnson noise contribution of the load
resistor is less than that of the detector 9 and the amplifier input
remains detector noise limited• The coupling capacitor was a 4.5 MFD
paper capacitor that allowed the A.Co output to be measured without dis
turbing the DoCo bias conditiono
The lead sulfide detector was employed as indicated in Fig. 4.6.
The tunable microvoltmeter served as the principle display device and
provided the amplification and selective filtering necessary to minimize
the 60 Hz and 450 KHz signals that were introduced as noise in the sys
tem,

The x-y chart recorder provides a permanent record of the output

during the deposition process and the oscilloscope allowed continuous
monitoring of the 480 Hz output signal.

Manufacturers specifications

on these equipments are listed in Table 4,1,

The type of x-y recorder

or oscilloscope used is not critical provided that its connection with
the tunable microvoltmeter does not cause any appreciable loading of the
meter circuit.
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Modulated Radiation

Lead Sulfide
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Tunable
Microvoltmeter

Chopper
Motor
-D.C
Power
Supply

I
x-y Chart
Recorder

Fig* 4,6

Employment of Equipment

n
Oscilloscope
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Table 4.1.

1.

Equipment Specifications

Lead Sulfide Detector
Manufactured by Infrared Industries, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts
Type No. B3-SA19BB
Sensitive Area:
Overall Size:

.025 x .015 inch.

.250 x .125 inch.

Approximate Response Time: 200 u sec.
Dark Resistance:

1.0 -4. 5 megohoms

Recommended Maximum Bias:

22.5 volts

Responsivity: 300 kv/watt
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 600
2.

D.C. Power Supply
Manufactured by Harrison Laboratories, Berkeley Heights, New Jersey
Model 801C
Output:

0-25 volts at 0-0.2 amps

Load Regulation: Less than 2 mv change, no load to full load
Ripple and Noise:
Stability:

Less than 100 yV rms

Less than 0.1% + 5 mv total drift for
after 30-minute warmup.

8

hours
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Table 4d o

3.

(Continued)

Tunable Microvoltmeter
Manufactured by Infrared industries9 Ince9 Santa Barbara, California
Model 600 with Model 6004 Preamplifier
Preamplifier:
Input Impedance - 10,100, 1,000, 10,000 ohms
Voltage Range - *01 to 10,000 x 1, x 10, x 100
Maximum Sensitivity - .003 pV
Equivalent Noise Input -2,3 x 10

-10

@ 500 Hz

Basic Unit:
Voltage Gain - approximately 2 x 10^ maximum at center frequency
Spurious Signal Rejection
- greater than

20

db for a

10%

bandwidth - one octave

either side of center frequency.

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

Selection of Tunable Microvoltmeter Parameters
Initial testing of the temperature monitor9 using a Barnes Model
11-201T, black body simulator as the thermal radiation source9 produced
a microvoltmeter output that varied from 32 to 109800 for black body
temperatures of 200°C to 775°C, This range in outputs was deemed ade
quate for the temperatures under consideration.

The adjustment of the

filtering network in the tunable microvoltmeter was based on achieving
maximum indicated output at the lowest temperature of interest.

The

"Q control" setting was adjusted to give an average measured Q value of
6

, With this Q 9 the maximum output occurred with the fine frequency

control set at 843,

This setting corresponds to the tuned center fre

quency of 480 H z 9 which is the chopping frequency established by the
synchronous chopper motor,
Rather than use the calibration control to insure that the out
put read correctly in microvolts 9 it was used to compensate for any
drift that might occur in the components of the temperature monitor,

The calibration control was initially set at midrange (43) while estab
lishing the output versus temperature curves, Periodically a graphite
source was heated to a predetermined temperature inside the furnace and
the calibration control readjusted to give the correct output.

This pro

vided a method for checking the performance of the temperature monitor,
4,

■

. -::
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Determination of Bias Voltage
After selecting the microvoltmeter values 9 the remaining vari.able was the bias voltage. The effect of changing bias voltage was
established by setting the black body simulator to a temperature of
500°C e Then the bias voltage was varied.from 0 to the maximum voltage
recommended by the manufacturer (22.5 volts), The results. Fig, 5,1,
showed that the change in output was nearly linear.
volts was selected

The value of 22,5

because it produced the maximum range in output,

compatible with the temperatures being considered, The D,C* power
supply specified in Table 4,1 proved to be satisfactory for maintaining
a stable bias.

Black Body Calibration
Using the selected D,C, bias voltage and microvoltmeter parame
ters, an output versus black body temperature curve was established.
Fig, 5,2,

With the aid of a computer program employing a least squares

approximation, a curve of the form:

Output'= 3.844 x 10- 1 1 T C C ) 5

(5.1)

’0 2 7

was found as the best fit for the data points.
Since the radiation laws are based on absolute temperature
relationships, it was of interest to establish this dependence.

Using

8
the same data points, the output was found to be proportional to T(°K) ,
As indicated in Chapter 2, the number of photons radiated into a hemi
sphere above a black body

1

cm^ in area, per second, varies as the third

power of its absolute temperature,
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The apparent deviation can be accounted for in the following
manner. The T

3

dependence (Stefan-Boltzmann law for photon radiant

emittance) was derived by integrating the Planck function over the
spectral range of A = 0 to A =

00 =

A normalized plot of the detectivity

(D*) for the lead sulfide detector being used. Fig. 5.3, shows that the
detector is responsive to incident photons over a rather limited range
of wavelengths.

If this infrared window is selected as 1.0 to 3.0

microns and the normalized spectral distribution of photons is plotted
as a function of temperature for the same window. Fig. 5.4, it is appar
ent that as temperature is increased progressively greater portions of
the photon distribution fall within the wavelengths being sampled.

The

output not only increases by the predicated third power dependence of
temperature but also by an added factor proportional to the increasing
percentage of photons that are radiated in the 1.0 to 3.0 micron range.
This effect produces a detector output that has a stronger temperature
dependence than predicted by the radiation laws.
Using the black body simulator as the thermal radiation source,
a number of tests were made to determine the repeatability of output
readings. In every case it was found that the output could be dupli
cated within

±

2

°C, which was deemed adequate for the deposition work

being done.
During the repeatability tests, it was observed that a rise in
detector temperature caused the output to decrease..

It was also noted

that at low output levels (200°C) fluorescent light

shining directly

on the detector caused a significant increase in the microvoltmeter
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output• The effects of large variations in ambient temperature and
exposure to direct fluorescent light were overcome by mounting the
temperature monitor within the furnace enclosure.

A blower installed

in the top of the enclosure forced air from the air-conditioned labora
tory down over the temperature monitor and out the lower portions of the
furnace.

This not only provided cooling for the chopper motor but also

minimized the convective rise of heated air within the furnace enclosure.
The shielding of the enclosure was sufficient to prevent direct fluores
cent light from reaching the detector.

All subsequent testing was con

ducted with the temperature monitor installed in its operational
position within the furnace enclosure.

Furnace Calibration
After establishing the relationship between output and tempera
ture for black body radiation, it was necessary to determine any
additional effects caused by enclosing the radiation source within the
copper induction coil and the quartz glass tube of the furnace.

Since

it was physically impossible to insert the black body into the furnace
tube? a heated piece of graphite was used as the thermal radiation source.
The heating arrangement. Fig. 5.5, was designed to place the upper sur
face of the graphite at the same relative position inside the furnace
tube as it would normally appear during the deposition process.

Using

a pair of 250 watt cartridge heaters located inside the copper heating
block, it was possible to attain graphite temperatures up to 700°C.

A

Chromel-Alumel thermocouple inserted into the center of the graphite
susceptor was used to establish the temperature of the: graphite.

The

Thermocouple
Graphite
Copper Heating Block

Heaters

Quartz Spacer

Fig. 5.5

Heating Arrangement for Furnace Calibration
m
Ln

'
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graphite was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium and the thermal radia
tion was sampled from the graphite surface directly above the thermocou
ple « A minimal gas flow of nitrogen through the furnace tube served to
reduce the oxidation on the surface of the copper heating block and the
graphite susceptor.
A comparison of the outputs for the graphite in the furnace and
the black body 5 Fig. 5.6, revealed a significant reduction in output for
the graphite.

This reduction can be attributed to three possible causes:

(1 ) the emissivity of graphite was not unity in the spectral range under
consideration, (2 ) the transmittance of.the quartz glass tube less than
100%, and (3) the inductance heating coil causing a partial masking of
the area being sampled by the temperature monitor.

Each of these possi

bilities was independently investigated and the following conclusions
reached.

Spectral Emissivity of Graphite
While the total normal emissivity of graphite is approximately
0.98 [Hudson, 1969], the normal spectral emissivity of graphite was found
to be much lower.

Available data [Touloukian, 1972] indicated that at

approximately 2.5 microns, the normal spectral emittance for pyrolitic
graphite was on the order of

.8

and that as temperature was increased,

the emittance could reasonably be expected to decrease.

While this lower

emissivity value could account for a portion of the difference observed,
it is not nearly enough to produce a reduction in output of

3 5 %.
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Masking Effect of Induction Coil
As the temperature monitor was being used to calibrate the
furnace9 it became apparent that the performance of the optical system
was not entirely as predicted» Calculation based on the physical dimen
sions of the system indicated that the image of the active area of the
detector would be 0.079 x 0.047 inches at the focus point between the
turns of the induction coil» With an average spacing between turns of
0

<,28 inches 9 this should have allowed lateral movement of the tempera

ture monitor before any appreciable reduction in output was observed„
Actual performance showed that there was no appreciable flat zone be
tween turns of the induction coil.

This is thought to be due to the

aberrations inherent in the use of an off-axis spherical reflecting
system.

As a result9 the fixed aperture served as the limit to the area

being sampled.

This fact was borne out by changing the size of the

fixed aperture and observing a corresponding increase or decrease in out
put 9 Fig. 5.7.
A comparison of the output for the graphite

heated inside the

quartz tube? both with and without the copper induction coil, showed that
the coil accounted for an attenuation in output of about

2 1 %.

Another test in which the aperture of the black body simulator
was progressively masked by two parallel lengths of copper tubing showed
that the percentage reduction in output did behave as if the area being
sampled by the detector was partially masked. The unmasked area of the
circle (A^) 9 Fig.

5.89

was computed as:
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where
r = radius of the circle being sampled
2x

by the detector

= spacing between coil turns

The calculated percentage reduction in area of the sampled circle and
the measured percentage reduction in output are shown in.Fig•

5

.9 .

The induction coil is water cooled so its rise in temperature
is minimal during furnace operation» The coil

serves only to maska

portion of the sampled area, and remains as a constant

attenuationfactor

throughout the range of operation«
The measured coil spacing of *28 inches and the measured attenu
ation of

21%

corresponds closely to the predicated attenuation value.

Any error is probably due to the inability to accurately measure the coil
spacing since turns are hand wound and not necessarily parallel along the
entire winding.

Attenuation of Quartz Glass Tube
The transmittance of several types of quartz glass. Fig. 5.10,
was measured as 95% at a wavelength of 2.5 microns.

The transmittance

measured through both walls of the furnace tube was 84% at 2.5 microns.
All quartz glass tested displayed a sharp reduction in transmittance
beyond 4 microns.

Attenuation through both walls of the furnace tube
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was also verified by measuring the reduction in the output of the
temperature monitor as the quartz glass furnace tube was inserted in
the optical path.
Tests were made in which the.heated graphite block was placed
in its normal position inside the induction coil and the outputs com
pared before and after the quartz furnace tube was in place. .Results
indicated that there was no significant attenuation caused by the quartz
glass tube.

Although the transmittance of one wall of the tube was about

92%, the insertion of the quartz glass into the optical path caused suf
ficient diffraction in the sampled beam to offset this attenuation.
Fig. 5.11.

Based on the size of the area being sampled, an increase in

area of 7% can be realized by increasing the radius by 5 thousandths of
an inch.

The original area, A^, is increased due to diffraction to a

new larger area, A^.

Output Model for Temperature Monitor
After measuring each factor contributing to the output of the
temperature monitor, it was possible to develop a model capable of pre
dicting output values for a given temperature.

The output can be

described as follows:

Output

=

Output from
Heated Source

— ■

Attenuation

(5.3)
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Diffraction Effects of Quartz Glass Tube

Experimental evidence showed that the output was a function of
temperature" and emissivity of the heated material . The black body out■b
put can be expressed in the form, AT .
Emissivity9 defined as the ratio of photon radiant emittance
produced by a heated source compared to that of a black body at the
same temperature9 can be expressed as:

e

Output of source
Output of black body

.

From this relationship«, the output of any heated material can
B
be expressed as eAT 9 where e is termed the apparent emissivity» The.

'

apparent emissivity may not be the same as the normal spectral emissivity
published in the literature.

Since the detector is sampling photons over

a given frequency range9 and then weighting these values by D* 9 the out
put may be higher or lower than predicted dependent on the radiation
properties of the source.

If 9 within the frequencies being sampled9 the

source acts as a gray body9 the apparent emissivity will be the same as
the normal spectral emissivity.

For materials which do not radiate with

an energy distribution comparable to the black body distribution (selec
tive radiators)

9

the apparent emissivity values obtained will not be true

values of spectral emissivity.
The attenuation factor was found to be a constant dependent only
on coil spacing.

The output can then be predicted as follows:

B
Output = eAT (1 - % Attenuation/100)

(5.5)
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where
e = apparent emissivity
A = 3.844 x 10" 1 1
T = °C
B = 5.027
% Attenuation - 21% for coil spacing being used«

Figure 5,12 shows the effect of varying apparent emissivities
on the output. Data values are plotted for measured temperatures of the
heated graphite and silver- and gold-coated silicon wafers„ The re
sulting emissivity values are all fairly close to published or mathe
matically predicted values [Bramson, 1968]•

Effect of Furnace Parameters
Prior to recording data from heated sources, it was necessary
to know what effect, if any, the positioning of the heated source inside
the furnace tube might have on the observed output.

Since it had been

established that the coil spacing caused a significant attenuation of
output, each coil turn was carefully adjusted using a mechanical-type
feeler gauge.

The entire coil was fairly rigid and reasonably protected

within the furnace enclosure and it was felt that once properly spaced,
the turns would maintain their position and no further adjustments would
be necessary.
Having established a fixed coil spacing, it was desirable to
verify the temperature stability of the induction heating system.
Earlier tests had shown that the temperature monitor was stable after
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allowing 15 minutes warmup time for the tunable microvoltmeter« Since
the power output of the r.f. generator was manually controlled, it was
possible for the operator to use excessive power to speed the susceptor
heating process and then reduce r »f» power as the susceptor approached
the desired temperaturee After the susceptor attained the desired
temperature, the output was observed to fluctuate less than

1 %,

Fig. 5.13.
Neither changing the vertical position or tilting the graphite
susceptor had any effect on the output.

However, tilting or rolling

of the silver-coated silicon wafer did cause a significant increase in
"
i
';
output. The increase was of the same order predicted by Fig. 2.2. Mea
.

.

surements through 40° rotation about the normal exhibited the following
changes in output for silver and graphite surfaces, shown in Table 5.1.
J
The increase in output observed from the silver surface was
not considered critical for normal positioning of the susceptor and sub
strate within the furnace.

The susceptor is clearly visible inside the

furnace tube and a number of parallel and perpendicular references are
available so that the operator can readily position the susceptor within
± 10* of the horizontal.

The increase in output is a factor to consider

when making measurements on a tilted specular surface.
Measuring temperature between successive turns of the induction
coil revealed that the susceptor was not uniformly heated by the induc
tion system.

A typical temperature profile, Fig. 5.14, showed that a

temperature gradient of several degrees may exist along the susceptor.
This gradient may be further influenced by the positioning of the
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Table 5.1.

Output Versus Roll Angle

Angle of Rotation

0

% Change in Output
for Graphite Surface

0

0

0

-

°

0

50

H
O

•

°

% Change in Output
for Silver. Surface

0

0

15°

+ 2.7%

0

°

+ 1 1 .1 %

0

25°

+13.9%

0

30°

+22.9%

0

35°

+41.6%

0

40°

+52.8%

20

-1 .8 %

■

'
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'

■
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graphite within the furnace tube and changes in flow rate of gases used
in the deposition process.

Since the output is insensitive to the

position of the graphite susceptor, its temperature can be. accurately
determined for any position or gas flow rate.

Variations in Output Caused by CVD Process
Emissivity values for highly reflective metal surfaces are
greatly influenced by surface effects.

Chemical surface reactions often

produce 100% changes in emissivity, (Table 2.3)»

These effects were

readily observed while producing output versus temperature curves for
the various substrates used during the deposition process. Primary
o
’
research was being conducted using 3000 A silver films evaporated, onto
the surface of silicon wafers.

It was desirable to be able to measure

the output from the silver surface and use these values to establish the
temperature of the silver substrate.

The problem encountered was one of

heating the silver surface through' the temperature range of 300°C to
700°C without producing dramatic changes in the optical properties of
the silver.

It was established that the silver-coated wafer could be

heated in a helium atmosphere and maintain its optical properties.

Since

the helium was also being used as the inert carrier gas for the deposi
tion process, the output versus temperature information directly sup
ported the deposition work.

The heating arrangement was the same as

used to establish the graphite output characteristics, Fig. 5.5.

The

silver-coated silicon wafer was placed on top of the graphite directly
above the thermocouple.

Using low flow rates of helium, it was reason

able to assume that the silver surface would reach thermal equilibrium

■■

.■
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and the temperature would be the same as the graphite block.

The

stability of the optical properties of the silver was established by
comparing the spectral reflectance measured with an Elmer-Perkins
Spectrophotometers Model 137, before and after the temperature cycling.
Measured outputs are plotted in Fig. 5.12.

Using this output versus

temperature data, it was possible to use the output of the silver sur
face to adjust the furnace power for the desired substrate temperature.
A H.P. x-y recorder was used to continuously monitor the output
during the deposition process.

Figure 5.15 shows the variation in out

put which occurred as silicon is being deposited on the silver surface.
Similar variations have been observed [Kamins and DellfOca, 1972] during
other deposition work and were proposed as a method for monitoring
deposition rates of polycrystalline silicon on silicon dioxide coated
substrates.
A qualitative explanation of this variation can be made by con
sidering the three regions of variation in the output. Region 1 is the
stable output predicted by the apparent emittance of the silver surface
for a given temperature.

After the substrate (silver) has stabilized

in temperature, the gas flow is changed from an inert gas to a mixture
of silane and helium.

As the pyrolytic deposition of silicon starts,

the output is observed to fluctuate. Region 2.

Since the substrate tem

perature does not change during the deposition, the thermal radiation
produced by the silver remains constant.

The semitransparent (in the

2.5 micron range) silicon being deposited on the silver surface produces
an interference phenomena.

As the silicon layer becomes thicker, the
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total interference produced within the spectral range of the detector
is reduced as interference contributions from various wavelengths tend
to nullify each othero

The emissivity of the final polycrystalline

silicon and silver surface is greater than the original silver surface
and the output will eventually stabilize at the higher level. Region 3.
The output variations observed in Region 2 arise from an inter
ference phenomena that occurs as a result of the semi-transparent silicon
layer increasing in thickness« At the first maximum, the thermal radia
tion arriving at the surface from both the underlying silver layer and
those reflected internally by the silicon film are in phase and additive
in magnitudeo

As the silicon film grows thicker, destructive inter

ference occurs and the first minimum is observed« As the silicon film
becomes thicker, constructive interference is again produced, second

‘

maximum„ This maximum has less amplitude than the first due to the ab
sorption and dispersion within the silicon film*

Successively damped

maximum and minimum occur until the surface appears as a thermal radiat
ing layer of polycrystalline silicon on the original silver surface.
Constructive interference occurs when the original wave and the
internally reflected wave leave the silicon surface in phase. Fig. .5.16a.
Wave number (2) in Fig. 5.16a undergoes a 180° phase reversal
upon its internal reflection from the silver surface and is retarded in
phase by an amount equal to A/2 (or any odd integer multiplier, i.e., 1,
3, 5, 7, etc.) in traversing the added distance through the silicon
material.

The calculation of the film thickness necessary for this A/2

phase retardation is based on the following:

1
1

2

Silver Surface

Silver Surface

a) Constructive Interference

Fig. 5.16

A/2

b) Destructive Interference

Interference Phenomena for Silicon Film

'vj

The added path length (for a normal wave) equals 2d,

The amount

of retardation is the ratio of the index of refraction9 n and the wave
length of interest, X , The distance is then

2d

-mi

«•»

or

a,-MSI

(5.7,

where
N = any odd integer (1, 3, 5, 7, etc.)
d^ = film thickness, microns
n = index of refraction for Si = 3.41696
X = wavelength of interest, microns

Let the wavelength of interest for this temperature monitor be the
wavelength of maximum sensivity for the lead sulfide detector ^

2.5

microns.
From these calculations, constructive interference should occur
at d = 0,1831, 0.55, 0.916, etc. microns.

In a similar fashion, des

tructive interference, Fig. 5,16b, occurs when wave (1) and (2) arrive
at the surface out of phase by 180 degrees. This occurs with the
internal silver reflection and the phase retardation due to the added
path length equals X/2 (or some integer multiple).
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Destructive interference then occurs when

:

d2 - ^ r

<5 -8>

where
N = any even integer
or
d = 0.366, 0.733; 1,1, etc* microns,

Using these values of thickness for the polycrystalline silicon
at each maximum and minimum9 the time interval between successive maxima
or minima can be used to calculate the deposition rate of silicon.

The

advantage is obvious in that this deposition rate can be monitored while
the silicon is being deposited in the furnace.
Another use of this phenomena is in producing a polycrystalline
silicon coated substrate with specific optical properties in the
micron wavelength range.

2.5

By stopping the flow of silane when the modu

lated output reaches a maximum9 a surface can be produced which has the
greatest value of emittance (or the least value of reflectance). In a
similar manner, the deposition may be stopped when the output reaches a
minimum and the surface has the least emittance (or the greatest value
of reflectance).

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
-

•

.

Conclusions
The infrared temperature monitor designed and constructed as
outlined in Chapter 4 can be used to measure temperatures inside a
■ ■■'
•
" '
'•
'
r
horizontal induction heated furnace« Operational parameters and cali
bration techniques are specified which provide reproducibility of
outputs within ±

2%

for heated materials exhibiting stable optical

properties over the temperature range of 300°C to 700°C.

The entire

system is responsive enough to allow evaluation of furnace parameters
such as power settings, temperature stability, effects of gas flow
rates, susceptor temperature gradients, etc.

Continuous display and

recording of output values allows in-process monitoring and evaluation
of the deposition process.
The scarcity of published data on spectral emissivity versus
temperature limits the use of the output model developed in Chapter 5.
Only for those materials fulfilling the requirements as "gray bodies"
will the value of apparent emissivity be the same as normal spectral
emissivity.

Since few materials meet the "gray-body" criteria, in the

spectral window being considered, it is necessary to establish output
versus temperature curves for each substrate or susceptor to be measured.
The inability to accurately predict and then maintain while heating,
specific values of emissivity, may limit the accuracy in measuring
80
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temperatures of highly reflective materials, If this type of substrate
can be heated in an inert carrier gas,

which will minimize changes in

optical properties, a suitable output versus temperature curve can be
establishedo
. The output variations observed during the deposition process
can be used to predict deposition rates and.monitor optical properties
of the silicon layer as it is being deposited.

Recommendations
Several radiometric schemes, more complex than the one used in
this system, could be incorporated in redesigning for a more sophisti
cated temperature monitor„ However, the problem encountered in trying
to accurately measure temperatures of highly reflective materials is
inherent in the radiation properties of the material and not readily
solvable by use of more elaborate infrared techniques.

The following

recommendations can be implemented with a minimum change in the design
of the system and should improve the accuracy in temperature measure
ments .
The temperature of highly reflective substrates can be more
accurately determined by utilizing the technique of making temperature
measurements from the adjacent graphite susceptor. By using a graphite
temperature profile, established for the flow rate and position used,
the temperature under the silicon wafer can be adjusted in accordance
with the measured profile.

After establishing the graphite temperature,

the sensor can be shifted to the substrate to monitor the deposition
process.

This technique also lends itself to measuring temperatues on
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tilted susceptors since the graphite output is insensitive to the posi
tion inside the furnace tube.
Other possible improvements involve minor changes in the design
of the temperature monitor.

Cooling of the detector9 by use of a

thermoelectric cooler, will stabilize the detector operating tempera
ture and allow for greater reproducibility in outputs. The aberrations
inherent in the off-axis reflecting scheme may be reduced by reposition
ing the detector closer to the optical axis of the system.

The lower

temperature range of the monitor may be improved by selecting a detector
with a D*
in the 3.0 to 3.5 micron range; however, care must be taken
max
so that the spectral range of the new detector does not extend into the
cutoff region of the quartz glass used in the furnace tube.
The addition of a narrow band pass optical filter would limit
the spectral distribution of photons incident on the detector and make
the monitor responsive to a single wavelength.

Comparison between the

output of a black body and another heated material would produce an
apparent emissivity that could be equated to the values of normal spec
tral emissivity commonly available in technical literature.
Sampling at a single wavelength would also improve the inter
ference phenomena associated with the thin silicon film and allow
deposition rates to be monitored to a greater film thickness.

Although

this technique would improve the effectiveness of the output model de
rived , it would probably reduce the output drastically and necessitate
complete redesigning of the system in order to optimize the signal-tonoise ratio.
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